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8:15 - 8.55am Welcome, Registration & Sign up for Workshops: 

Reception, Weston Education Centre, Denmark Hill.   

Tea & Coffee available

LECTURES: Wolfson Lecture Theatre 

9 - 9:15am Welcome & Introduction

Dr Lucy Loveday Lead Facilitator & Creator of Movement & The MindTM

9:15 - 10am Physical Activity - why and how to get your patients moving. The evidence.  

Dr Helen Garr PHE Physical Activity Champion

10 - 11:10am Exercise Based interventions for Mental Illness: Integrating physical activity as 

usual care with Q&A. 

Dr Brendon Stubbs & Dr Simon Rosenbaum

11.10-11.30am  Tea & Coffee 

11.30-12:15pm  How physical activity affects the brain. 

Professor Heidi Johansen-Berg and Dr Ben Martynoga

12:15-12:45pm  Can meditation be used as a tool to promote physical activity? 

Brad Sanderson

12:45 - 1.30pm  LUNCH & A preview of the award winning short film: Tonic of the Sea: 

A mini-documentary showing the link between mental health and sea swimming 

with Katie Maggs. 

*Sign up for workshops to be completed by end of lunch.

1.30 - 2pm Yoga and Mental Health:

Heather Mason

2 - 2:20pm Dynamic Running Therapy

William Pullen

2:20 - 2:40pm    Moving Minds Over Mountains

Alex Staniforth

2:40 - 2:45pm    RED January and Mind: Active Together for Better Mental Health. 

Founder and CEO of RED January, Hannah Beecham

MOVEMENT & THE MINDᵀᴹ CONFERENCE 2019

PROGRAMME



WORKSHOPS (First Session)

2:45 - 3pm Time to move to your workshop 1 location (please refer to map and consult Team 

Leaders for assistance)

3 - 3:40pm WORKSHOP 1

Yoga with Heather Mason

GYM (room 1)

WORKSHOP 2

Primal Play Method™ with Darryl Edwards

Classroom 2, Level 2

WORKSHOP 3

Tai Chi with Damien Hackney

Classroom 3, Level 2

WORKSHOP 4

Keeping your body and mind active in a sedentary job with Dr Christie

Classroom 4, Level 2

3 - 4.30pm WORKSHOP 5

Dynamic Running Therapy with William Pullen

At Ruskin Park.  Meet in Main Reception

3.50 - 4:30pm   WORKSHOPS (Second Session)  Same as above

LECTURES - Wolfson Lecture Theatre

4:40 - 5:10pm    The Truth About Resilience 

Darryl Edwards

5:10 - 5:30pm    Your Street, Your Gym

John Allison StreetGym® & Motion to Mind™.  

5:30 - 6pm Mindfulness and Meditation workshop for all

Gelong Thubten 

6pm CLOSE of day: Dr Lucy Loveday

OUTDOOR WORKSHOPS

6:10 - 7pm Outdoor Workshops,  post-conference:  Meet in reception

Street Gym® with John Allison

Primal Play The World Is Your Playground with Darryl Edwards, Primal Play 

Method™  



Dr Lucy Loveday is the creative force behind Movement & The MindTM 2019, a 

pioneering international and multidisciplinary conference showcasing the latest

research from leaders in the field of physical activity, mental health, mindfulness &

brain development. Lucy is interested in the evidence base for the benefits of physical

activity for mental health and is an advocate for utilising the nature connection and

movement for mental health, as well as whole person wellbeing. As a practising NHS

GP and an experienced medical educationalist, Lucy has a varied and full portfolio 

career. Recently Lucy was an Associate Research Fellow at the University of Exeter and

is currently a Training Programme Director alongside her clinical work. Lucy was 

inspired to create the Movement & The MindTM event having personally experienced

and witnessed in her father the transformative effects that physical activity can have

for managing stress, depression and anxiety. Lucy is passionate about using education

as a vehicle for positive change and continues to develop creative educational 

programmes that translate the evidence into meaningful action. Lucy can be found in

the virtual world as @drlucyloveday

Movement & The MindTM 2019 

SPEAKER and WORKSHOP FACILITATOR BIOs

Dr Simon Rosenbaum is a Senior Research Fellow in the School of Psychiatry, UNSW

Sydney and the Black Dog Institute. He currently holds both a UNSW 

Scientia and an NHMRC Fellowship. Simon’s research looks at the impact of physical

activity on symptoms of mental disorders (with a focus on posttraumatic stress 

disorder). Simon has worked with a variety of groups including veterans, emergency

service workers and refugees and is currently in Bangladesh exploring the role of

physical activity and sport for children in the world’s biggest refugee camp. 

Twitter: @simon_rosenbaum

Dr Brendon Stubbs is Head of Physiotherapy at the South London and Maudsley NHS

Foundation trust and a Clinical Lecturer at the Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and

Neuroscience (IoPPN), King’s College London. Brendon’s research focuses on physical

activity and mental health and the mind-body interface.  Brendon has published over

450 academic papers and his research has been featured in the New York Times, TIME

magazine, Forbes, CNN, Men’s Health, BBC news, ITV news and Sky News (among 

others). Brendon is lead author of the recently published European Psychiatric 

Association guidelines and position statement on the use of exercise for mental illness

and senior author on a forthcoming Lancet commission to improve the physical health

of people with mental disorders.  Brendon was recently (2018) awarded the 

Schizophrenia International Research Society (SIRS) senior investigator award for his

research investigating physical activity and schizophrenia.  Brendon has worked in

mental health services for over 15 years and continues to cherish and learn from 

patients in his weekly physiotherapy clinic in a secure forensic hospital in South 

London.  

Twitter: @BrendonStubbs



Professor Heidi Johansen-Berg is Director of The Wellcome Centre for Integrative 

Neuroimaging, Oxford. Heidi uses cutting-edge brain scanning technology to

understand how exercise shapes our brains and affects our thinking skills.

Prof Heidi J-B @OxfordWIN   Twitter: @heidijoberg 

Ben Martynoga is a neuroscientist and science writer. After more than a decade at

the forefront of brain research, he swapped his white coat for a pen, to focus on 

communicating science. He has published books, chapters, blogs, videos and pod-

casts. His work appears in the Guardian, New Statesman and the Financial Times and 

beyond.  He’ll share the latest insights into the biological links between physical 

activity and the brain. He lives, thinks, runs and writes - sometimes all at once - in the

Lake District. 

Twitter: @mountainogre

Brad Sanderson: Health, Performance & Research Scientist Mindfulness & Mental

Health Advocate

Brad Sanderson is a physiologist, researcher, strategic thinker, and coach. He works at

the intersection of mindfulness, health and human performance and is passionate is

passionate about how research in these areas can be harnessed to develop scalable

technologies that optimise physical and mental health.

Brad was the Director of Scientific Research for Headspace where he led the 

company’s research efforts and established early evidence for the practice of digital

meditation. Brad also led the set-up of the multi-million pound GSK Human 

Performance Lab and provided world class performance support to elite athletes and

teams such as Chris Froome, The Brownlee brothers, Rory McIlroy, McLaren F1, and

the RFU.

Twitter:  @themindfulsci

Instagram: @themindfulscientist

Facebook: @themindfulscientist

Dr Helen Garr (aka The Wellbeing GP) is a portfolio GP working in Nottingham at the

University of Nottingham Health Service and in urgent care with a keen interest in

mental health and wellbeing. 

Helen is a Public Health England Clinical Champion for physical activity and regularly

prescribes physical activity to her patients to help prevent and treat most chronic 

diseases and mental health issues. Her patients are used to hearing her favourite

phrase ‘physical activity is our most powerful drug’!

As a regional director of the British Society of Lifestyle Medicine Helen is passionate

about the role of lifestyle in preventing and treating ill health and chronic diseases.

Much of her work focuses on promoting wellbeing in health care professionals and

patients and she is a clinical lead for the GP Health service, a confidential national 

service supporting doctors and dentists in difficulty and is the Nottinghamshire LMC

Wellbeing Lead.

Twitter:  @thewellbeinggp



Heather Mason, MA, MSc, RYT-500, and yoga therapist is the founder of The Minded

Institute, a yoga therapy training school, and also the Yoga in Health Care Alliance a

charity devoted to bringing yoga into health care at both the grassroots and policy

level in the UK. She holds master’s degrees in Buddhist Studies, in Psychotherapy, and

in Medical Physiology and has an extensive background in Neuroscience. Heather has

been teaching yoga since 2001 and has specialised in the use of yoga therapy for

mental health populations since 2007. In 2018 she co-published an academic text,

“Yoga for Mental Health” a book aimed at bridging the worlds of psychological thera-

pies and yoga.  She has taught at the Boston University School of Medicine, designed

the 

original Mind-Body Science Module for the MSc in Yoga Therapy at the Maryland 

University of Integrated of Health and continues to lecture at various other academic

institutions. Heather is actively focused on the integration of yoga into the UK’s 

National Health Service and in 2018 helped to create an All-Party Parliamentary

Group, “Yoga in Society”, in hopes of gaining support from central government.  

Twitter: @MindedInstitute

William Pullen is the founder of Dynamic Running Therapy, a psychotherapist and au-

thor. He is also the developer of the mental health app ‘Dynamic Running Therapy.’

His passion is for getting people moving, a subject he speaks about in his TEDx talk

"Movement is Medicine. His book, Run for Your Life, is published in 11 countries. He

practices Integrative therapy in London and specialises in the treatment of depres-

sion, anxiety, problems of self-esteem and confidence, and substance abuse."

Twitter: @pullentherapy    

Alex Staniforth will bring the psychology and physiology to life with his personal ex-

ample of suffering mental illness as a young person, aged 23. He will explore how out-

door sports, endurance exercise and charity work have helped him to manage his own

experiences and ongoing management of depression, anxiety and eating disorders.

His honest perspectives discuss how resilience from outdoor challenges help with

mental health, the challenges that eating disorders pose for male athletes and the im-

portance of finding purpose. Alex has done a Ted Talk and has a fantastic website

where you can find out more about his real life experiences of living with and climbing

the metaphorical mountain of mental health.  Twitter: @alex_staniforth

Damien Hackney an advanced tai chi instructor and developer of the Tai Chi Based

Balance course. His workshop will focus on simple body awareness exercises that im-

prove balance and control over tension/relaxation.  

Dr Christie Lewis is an experienced GP, specialising in Lifestyle Coaching and Preventa-

tive Medicine.  Alongside being a Doctor, she is also a qualified Physiotherapist.

She is hugely passionate about the importance of managing stress and avoiding

burnout through exercise, healthy eating, sleep & relaxation.

During the conference, she will be running an interactive workshop sharing her tips

on how to stay active in a sedentary job. She will be sharing exercises and stretches

you can do at your desk to help prevent lower back pain, keep your energy levels up

and most importantly keep your mind active during an afternoon slump.

Instagram: @doctorchristie



Hannah Beecham, CEO and founder of RED January is a community initiative inspiring

the nation to get active every day in January, to beat the blues away. If it’s running 5k,

walking to work a new way, a morning swim or taking the bike for a spin - the choice

is yours! 

Hannah was inspired to start RED January after witnessing the transformative effects

that regular physical activity had on her Mum’s experiences with depression. 4 years

on, over 90,000 people around the UK have kick-started their year by getting active

every day to support their mental health, with £1.7million raised to continue their

charity partner Minds, life-changing work.    Hannah Beecham @REDJanuaryUK

John Allison is the founder of urban training brand StreetGym® and holistic wellbeing

service Motion to Mind™.  John has been working as a wellbeing consultant for the

past 7 seven years and developed a unique modular program for employers and em-

ployees known as Stress Injury Prevention Training™ (SIPT™).  John spent 24 years in

the British Army, specialising in bomb disposal, counter-terrorist search and weapons

intelligence.  He frequently found himself training for and operating in high threat,

high pressure environments.  This experience informs much of the work he does

today. Trained in physical activity for mental health, John regularly helps clients to un-

plug from the virtual world and move more, reducing psychological distress and build-

ing resilience in the process.  John’s talk entitled, “Your Street, Your Gym” will

highlight how we can do so much more to use what we already have around us, for

our physical and mental wellbeing.  

www.streetgym.co.uk

www.motiontomind.co.uk

Twitter:  @TheStreetgym

Katie Maggs is an open water swimmer based in Penzance, Cornwall, United King-

dom. Tonic of the Sea is a mini-documentary showing the link between mental health

and sea swimming. Katie swims off the rocks of Penzance, UK nearly everyday of the

year. Swimming has helped her overcome some of the struggles that life all too often

throws our way. The hope is that her story may help others who are faced with similar

challenges.    Twitter: @TonicoftheSea

Darryl Edwards is a movement coach, physical activity researcher and thought leader

in the area of creativity and innovation in fitness and health. He is the best-selling au-

thor of Animal Moves, blogger at PrimalPlay.com and is an advocate of using play to

make fitness fun. Darryl‘s mission is to get people to reconnect with their inner child

and to fall in love with movement again. Watch his recent TEDx Talk “Why working

out isn’t working out” at primalplay.com/tedx.    Darryl Edwards @FitnessExplorer

Gelong Thubten is one of the UK’s foremost meditation and mindfulness teachers. He

works with Silicon Valley  tech giants as well as many other global companies, also

with Hollywood stars, schools, major universities, hospitals and prisons. He is a world

pioneer, as he introduced these techniques in the corporate sector over 20 years ago,

before the mindfulness trend had emerged.  He is author of bestselling book A

Monk’s Guide to Happiness and he collaborated with Ruby Wax on How to be Human.

Twitter: @Gelong_Thubten   Website: www.gelongthubten.com




